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Abstract:  with the rapid development of information technologies including big data, 

internet of things, and cloud computing, freight information platform and delivery 

network are transforming gradually towards intelligence. To upgrade the service 

efficiency of the freight information, this paper studies the matching issue between 

vehicle and cargo. To begin with, it summaries and sorts out the existed problems in 

the current freight platform. Furthermore, it raises out the optimization model of 

freight-vehicle intelligent matching on the basis of the potential demands of users at 

two sides, in order to further optimize the vehicle-freight matching service and provide 

thinking pattern for the customized recommendation and intelligent matching of the 

platform. At last, it proposes suggestions on the development of freight platform. This 

study would provide certain reference value in improving the platform user experience, 

enhance the platform user adhesiveness and upgrade the core competitiveness of the 

platform. 
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1 Introduction 

Traditional freight transportation has some problems, such as asymmetric information 

between supply and demand of logistics, high vehicle no-load rate, low efficiency of 

vehicle and cargo matching, and so on [1]. With the rapid development of electronic 

commerce and logistics freight industry, more and more freight information platforms 

based on electronic transaction have been emerged .These information platforms 

provide a place for vehicle owners and cargo owners to publish and search the demand, 

and reduce the problem of asymmetric information between supply and demand. 

However, this kind of information platform does not have the function of quickly 

optimizing matching according to the needs of both sides. In fact, the efficient 

matching of vehicles and cargo is the core of solving the problems in the field of road 
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freight. With the rapid development of e-commerce, the development of logistics and 

freight industry has been promoted, and more and more logistics information public 

platforms based on electronic transactions have emerged.  

The implementation of intelligent logistics has attracted high attention at the national 

level .In 2014, the government issued the notice of the State Council on issuing the 

medium and long term Plan for the Development of the Logistics Industry, 2014-2020 

(Guofa [2014] 42),which listed the construction of logistics information platform as one 

of the 12 key projects. At the same time, it proposed to “strengthen the application of 

advanced information technologies such as Beidou Navigation, Internet of Things, 

cloud computing, big data, and mobile Internet in the field of logistics, speed up the 

construction of enterprise logistics information systems, give play to the core logistics 

company's integration capabilities, and open up the logistics information chain”. [2]. In 

2016, Premier Li Keqiang presided over an executive meeting of the State Council. The 

meeting adopted the 13th Five-Year Plan for National Science and Technology 

Innovation, which once again mentioned the need to build a logistics information 

interconnection and sharing system and establish standards and norms. Speed up the 

construction of integrated transport and logistics trading public information platform to 

encourage the support of small and micro logistics enterprises. [3] 

 

2. Current Situation of Vehicle and Cargo Matching 

At present, the realization of vehicle-cargo matching mainly depends on the shipper or 

the carrier through the platform PC or APP [4], and both parties input key attributes 

such as origin, destination, vehicle model, and cargo type on the freight platform, and 

all the information satisfying the demand is retrieved through the information. As a 

result, then, based on their own experience and preferences, the freight transaction 

party is selected . Then, according to their own experience and preferences, select the 

freight transaction party. Because searching keywords can't express users' needs very 

well at many times, in this way, users need to manually exclude a large number of 

mismatched candidate transactions after obtaining the retrieval results. For the choice, 

it also takes a lot of time to determine the final trading party through experience, 

communication and comparative analysis. For the alternative party, it takes a lot of time 

to determine the ultimate party through experience judgment, communication and 

comparative analysis [5]. Therefore, in this way, the cost of the user time is high and 

the efficiency is low. In general, there are several problems in the freight information 

platform. (1) The platform is relatively single-function and lacks diversity. (2) The 

management and control of vehicle and cargo information by platform is not perfect. (3) 

Low efficiency of vehicle and cargo information matching. (4) The integrity mechanism 

of the platform is not sound and the credit rating system is not perfect. Therefore, how 
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to improve the matching efficiency of vehicle and cargo with the help of Internet 

thinking and big data technology is an important way to enhance the core 

competitiveness of the platform and increase user stickiness. It is also one of the main 

problems facing the intelligence and specialization of the platform. The research and 

exploration of this problem have important theoretical significance and application 

value. 

 

3. Description of Vehicle and Cargo Matching Problem 

3.1 Analysis of Vehicle and Cargo Matching Participants 

Freight transportation platform provides intelligent, visual, professional and integrated 

information service for both sides of vehicle and cargo, realizes the development of 

logistics information and ensures the credibility of logistics service. The main 

stakeholders covered by the vehicle and cargo matching are the source side, the 

vehicle source side, and the freight platform. 

(1) Freighter. The freighter generally refers to the party that owns and uses the goods, 

and may be an enterprise or an individual [6]. It is a demander on the platform. The 

owner releases the goods information on the platform to screen the suitable carrier. 

(2) Carrier. It refers to the party who has the vehicle registered on the platform, which 

can be the transport company or individual owner or the motorcade, is the party that 

provides the transportation demand for the cargo owner [7]. The vehicle source party 

publishes the vehicle source information on the platform, completes the transaction to 

the owner, and is the party to be evaluated after the transaction is completed. 

 (3) Freight Platform. A platform is a place where users are served. The user publishes 

information on the platform, the platform saves user data information, and updates 

and maintains both parties' information in real time to ensure the accuracy of the 

information. 

 

3.2 The Process of Vehicle and Cargo Matching 

A vehicle and cargo matching system is composed of the source side, the platform and 

the vehicle source side. The specific matching process is as follows:  

(1) Establish the basic information database of the source and the vehicle. The users 

register and release the information on the platform. The platform plays an important 

role in the maintenance of the information. 

 (2) According to specific requirements, users publish demand information on the 

platform. The user searches for relevant cargo information and vehicle information by 

searching for related keywords and submits the application. 

(3) The platform filters the information and searches the matching information in the 

database. Through the requirement information provided by the user, the platform 
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carries on the matching query in the other party database, and pushes a set of 

matching optimal scheme to the user to select [8]. 

(4) After the transaction is completed, both parties evaluate the transaction according 

to the efficiency and quality of the transaction completion for other users' reference. 

(5) After the user completes the transaction, the platform needs to carry on the 

analysis to the transaction data and the related service promotion. In order to provide 

more targeted vehicle and cargo matching service for platform customers, it is 

necessary to grasp the demand tendency of both parties, and to analyze the 

transaction records and basic data provided by customers. 
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Figure 1 flow chart of vehicle and cargo matching 

 

3.3 The principle of vehicle and cargo matching 

According to the two-sided matching theory, the essence of the vehicle-cargo matching 

problem is to deal with massive and complicated car supply information, sort and 

classify the information through the information platform, establish the match 

willingness index according to the preferences of both parties, and then follow certain 

matching principles to pass the goods [10]. Match the model to filter information and 

calculate the matching degree between the two sides of the vehicle and the cargo. 

Finally, the goods information with high matching degree is recommended to the 

vehicle owner. 
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Figure 2 matching principles of vehicle and cargo 
 

4. The Optimization Model of Vehicle and Cargo Intelligent Matching 

The process of vehicle and cargo matching is essentially a process of information 

matching [11]. Information matching refers to the similarity comparison between the 

given questions and the records stored in the set, and information is selected according 

to a certain matching standard by information technology, which belongs to the main 

link of information retrieval [12]. The essence of vehicle and cargo matching is to make 

use of information matching technology, according to the principle of "supply and 

demand response", to feed back the appropriate information retrieval result to users, 

so that users can connect with each other. Currently, the strategy of vehicle and cargo 

matching is designed as follows : First of all, the platform will release the vehicle source 

information according to materials, models, load, volume and other hard indicators; 

then according to the screening conditions of the information according to the cost, 

information resource utilization, The qualification level and reputation level are ranked 

as matching schemes. Finally, the platform chooses the scheme with high matching 

degree to recommend to the logistics enterprise users, such as vehicle owners and 

cargo owners, for the owners and owners of goods to conduct business docking and 

confirmation [13]. 

Although many freight platforms also focus on the core function of matching goods and 

vehicles, and develop some active recommendation functions, it is necessary to further 

improve matching strategies to provide better service for platform users, and integrate 
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and utilize platform resources efficiently under the current guidance of smart logistics 

with rapid-developed technologies such as mobile internet and big data. In the current 

mode, it is sometimes impossible to push users with potentially valuable information 

due to the lack of consideration of potential user needs and preferences [14]. It is the 

trend to provide personalized and targeted information recommendation according to 

user's preference through analyzing the user behavior with big data technology, 

exploring their potential demands and setting up the model, The accurate information 

recommendation model can better serve the platform users and meet their needs. For 

example, the platform forecasts the right vehicle information to consignors through the 

analysis of their delivery schedule, route, type, batch and vehicle usage. At the same 

time, it is also likely to push personalized supply forecast to carries after grasping their 

carrying preference and flow through the analysis of the departure time, the usual 

route, transport goods type and supporting capacity. 
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Figure 3 Optimization model of freight-vehicle intelligent matching 

 

The personalized information matching recommendation model proposed in this paper 

adopts a combined information recommendation mechanism. Based on the 

generalized information recommendation, this model adds a collaborative filtering 

recommendation mechanism. Through the combination of two kinds of combination 

mechanisms, the information of vehicle and cargo matching is more accurately to the 

user, thereby improving the success rate of vehicle and cargo matching. Collaborative 

filtering recommendation is an important method in the field of personalized 

information recommendation [15]. It analyzes and mines user behaviors, finds similar 

user groups, and recommends the most similar items or services in the user group to 

users. Therefore, the collaborative filtering recommendation is based on the user 

behavior model, finds users with similar behaviors, and recommends the most 
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appropriate service for similar users to the current user based on the results of the 

general information recommendation. This method is essentially tapping potential user 

needs. . The specific recommendation optimization model is shown in Figure 3. 
 

5. Development Proposals for Freight Information Platform 

5.1 The Platform Should Subdivide Service Objects and Optimize Logistics Resources. 

The development of vehicle and cargo matching platform is closely related to the 

development of logistics industry and the operation mode of enterprises in our country. 

The cargo owners look for the third party logistics, the third party logistics for the 

special line, the special line for the return car, Each search and match is actually an 

optimization process of logistics operation. The existence value of the platform is to 

meet the needs of both the owner and the owner. At present, the development of 

vehicle and cargo matching platform is still in the primary stage. Any vehicle and cargo 

platform should clearly locate its core user object, such as service driver, service owner 

or both parties. For different service objects, the products to be developed will be 

different. In this way, logistics resources can be optimized to provide services according 

to the needs of the service objects. 

 

 5.2 Integrated Platform Online and Offline Links 

With the continuous maturation of information technologies such as Internet of Things, 

big data, and cloud computing, the freight platform should also conform to the trend of 

science and technology. The key to the success of the freight platform is to construct a 

set of win-win transaction rules through Internet thinking and innovative thinking, so 

that the cargo owners, vehicle owners, platforms and upstream and downstream 

related enterprises and other parties to form a good cooperation cycle mechanism[16]. 

The online and offline transactions of logistics freight activities are not independent, 

but should be mutually synergistic and complementary. The construction of online 

platform resources and the layout of offline logistics network should form a closed loop 

system that promotes each other and forms a dynamic and sustainable closed-loop 

system which integrates logistics, information flow, commodity flow and capital flow. 

 

5.3 Perfecting the Supporting Mechanism of Platform 

In order to give full play to the role of the vehicle and goods matching recommendation 

strategy, in addition to the core matching model, it also needs a complete and rich 

matching mechanism to coordinate. For example, the credit mechanism established by 

the evaluation information of both sides, and the supervision mechanism to ensure the 

safe and smooth trade between the two parties. The platform should strengthen the 

good faith management, standardize the cooperation consciousness of both sides, and 

establish the guidance and incentive mechanism to promote the benign cycle of the 
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platform. The complete supporting mechanism can not only promote the 

standardization and standardization of the whole platform, but also promote the whole 

freight information platform to attract users, improve the loyalty of users and the 

important guarantee of user stickiness. 

 

5.4 Seeking Multi-Party Cooperation to Break the Bottleneck of Freight Transport 

With the rapid development of various logistics information platforms in China, there 

are many problems, such as repeated construction, inconsistent standards among 

information systems, insufficient opening of public information, and so on [17]. The 

matching platform of vehicle and cargo is an important part of building the 

interconnected ecological circle of highway transportation. The platform can provide a 

channel for the data exchange of various value-added service software. Through the 

data exchange of the platform, the transportation enterprises can meet the need to 

find the service resources, and the transport enterprises can manage the service 

process. Therefore, in order to really grasp the customers, the platform needs more 

enterprises in the market to participate in it and form a joint effort to find the fulcrum 

to form a new ecosystem. Only through the cooperation of government and enterprise, 

can a systematic and networked highway freight information platform be formed. 

 

6. Conclusion  

As the core function of freight information platform, vehicle and cargo matching service 

has a direct impact on the sustainable development of the platform because of its good 

or bad user experience. As the core function of freight information platform, the good 

or bad user experience directly affects the sustainable development of the platform. 

Starting from the potential needs of platform users, using Internet thinking and big 

data analysis technology, this paper puts forward an optimized model of vehicle and 

cargo matching based on user behavior analysis, which can improve the accuracy of 

information recommendation and the intelligence of freight platform. It is of great 

significance to increase platform user experience and user stickiness, promote 

resource integration and improve industry efficiency. At the same time, according to 

the current situation of freight platform, this paper puts forward some suggestions for 

the development of the platform. Today, when the data scale is getting larger and larger, 

there is still a lot of room to expand the optimization and improvement of freight 

transportation platform. How to further make full use of big data's analytical 

technology and Internet thinking to promote the platform development and the 

standardization and standardization of logistics activities, it is worth further study and 

exploration. 
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